
 
 

The Bride in Ancient Greece: an Analysis through Wedding Compositions 

 

1. Introduction 

In ancient Greece, during wedding ceremonies an important part was played by wedding 

compositions that were performed during different moments of nuptial rite. Among them, the 

most common and frequent are the hymeneals: songs usually performed by a maidens’ chorus 

together with music and dance. Then, we can find monodic poems acted in epic style 

focusing on the celebration of a mythic wedding, where the heroic couple refers indirectly to 

the real couple. Finally, within the first centuries A.D., we know of orations addressed to the 

pair and declaimed by a rhetorician or by one of the guests.  

 

The corpus of texts I take into account comprehends a selection of Sappho’s wedding songs, 

an archaic poet who lived in Lesbos in the sixth century b.C. She was the chair of a maidens’ 

group and she composed a lot of poems to celebrate the marriage of these girls1. I also take 

into account Theocritus’ Epithalamium for Helen’s and Menelaus’ marriage, a composition 

written by Theocritus, a poet who lived during the Hellenistic period (third century b.C.) and  

spent part of his life at the court of Ptolemaic Alexandria, in Egypt. The poem tells us the 

story of the mythic wedding between two of the most famous heroes in the Trojan war. 

Finally, I include a prose composition: an oration composed by Himerius, a rhetorician who 

lived during the fourth century A.D., for Severus, a friend of him who married in Athens.  

This selection of works shows us which features were considered more important throughout 

a long period of time; moreover, this comparison through different centuries is possible thanks 
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to the fact that wedding tradition is extremely conservative: it is a tradition that is 

acknowledged and respected by the different poets and authors.  

 

Wedding compositions have the married couple as a central subject and, in particular, the 

bride: my main purpose is to show the bride’s characteristics in these compositions by taking 

into account the most important and recurrent images employed to accomplish her 

description.    

 

The subject needs more precise explanation. The bride celebrated in these compositions is not 

yet a woman, a gunè, but she is still a nymphe, a maiden who is in a transitory position 

between the adolescence age and the ripeness2. She will definitely reach maturity only after 

the wedding3. This is not a marginal remark. On the contrary, this particular condition of the 

woman has a real influence upon the images and metaphors engaged to depict her during the 

actual wedding. Because wedding compositions are for a rite of transition, it is clear that the 

bride we are going to analyse is a female figure which is yet “under construction” and it is 

also clear that poetical word takes an active part in this process. For that reason, examination 

of wedding compositions represents an interesting point of view: we have access to a 

“poetical discourse” charged to contribute to the future gunè  accomplishment.               

 

2. Beauty 

First of all, I am going to focus on the physical characteristics of a nymphe. The most 

important quality for a girl in the day of her marriage is beauty. The bride is usually blond or 

with purple hair, she is well-girdled, with nice ankles and her skin has the colour of roses. 
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Through the centuries, the most frequent expressions used to describe her good looks are: 

kal|h, ¡br£, ·odÒcrooj, eÜpouj and êókolpoj4.  

 

In addition to these general references, a bride’s beauty is especially praised for particular 

aspects such as her facial expressions and her appearance: I mean eyes and face.   

 

In Sappho’s fragment 44, Andromach, who is going to land at Troy to go to her new home 

with her groom Hector, is ™likèpida “bright eyes”, and in fragment 112 a bride’s eyes are  

mšllica “sweet”, while eros is spread through her face full of “himeros”, “desire”: 

 

 

; | Olbie g|ambre, soì m\en d\h g|amoj ;wj #arao 

;ektet|elest', 1chij d\e p|arqenon, #an #arao. 

so\i c|arien m\en e%idoj, 3ppata 

m|ellic', 1roj d' ;ep' ;im|ertw? k|ecutai pros|wpwi 

tet|imak' 1xoc|a s' ; Afrod|ita 

 

Happy bridegroom, your marriage has been fulfilled 

as you prayed, you have the girl from whom you prayed… 

and you (bride) have a graceful form, your eyes are sweet,  

and love streams over your desirable face, 

Aphrodite has honoured you outstandingly. 
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Most significantly, for Theocritus “in Helen’s eyes there lies every desire” (18, 37) and her 

face is as beautiful as Dawn and it shines like spring (18, 26-28):  ...t©j p£ntej ™p' Ômmasin 

†meroi ™nt…...  

«…as Helen in whose eyes is all desire…» 

 

 

'Aëj ¢ntšlloisa kalÕn dišfane prÒswpon,  

pÒtnia NÚx, tÒ te leukÕn œar ceimînoj ¢nšntoj·  

ïde kaˆ ¡ crusša `Elšna diefa…net' ™n ¡m‹n.  

 

«Fair, Lady Night, is the face that rising Dawn discloses, 

or radiant spring when winter ends; and so amongst as did 

golden Helen shine»5. 

 

 

In Himerius, the nymphe’s facial expression and appearance are irresistible because of the 

influence of Peitho, Pothos and Himeros: the first one means Persuasion, the others, 

respectively, longing and love desire (IX 19, 234-240): 

 

 

Peiqë de kaˆ PÒqoi kaˆ “Imeroj tÕ sÕn k£lloj ¤pan ™ne…manto: Ð men 

™fiz£nwn to‹j Ômmasi, k¢ke‹qen ™kpurseÚwn ¢m»canon: oƒ de  t¦j parei¦j 

a„do‹ foin…ssontej plšon À t¦j tîn ·Òdwn ¹ fÚsij k£lukaj, Ótan ºrina‹j 

éraij ØpÕ tÁj ¢kmÁj scizÒmenai pet£loij ¥kroij  ™reÚqwntai:  
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«Peitho, Pothos and Himeros attend your beauty. Through the eyes Himeros sparks 

off invincible flame; Peitho and Pothos give red colours to your cheeks because of 

modesty, more than nature does with rosebud when, in springtime, they bloom and 

blush on the petal end» 

 

 

In another passage by Himerius, the bride’s face is as white as milk (IX 19, 242-244):  

 

 

e„ de  kaˆ tÕ ¥nqoj tÁj Ôyewj gr£fein ™qšloimi, t¦ poihtîn ¢n£gkh 

fqšggesqai: ð leukÒthtoj kaˆ g£laktoj. 

 

«If I would sing also her face’s flower, I should employ poetical words: oh flower of 

whiteness and milk!» 

 

 

The first feature highlighted by all compositions is brightness and brilliance of facial 

expression and appearance. The adjective employed in Sappho, ˜l…kwy, “bright eyes”, is 

very significant in this sense, as Theocritus’ comparison with Drawn and spring. Himerius 

emphasizes the light, invincible fire, of the maiden’s eyes. 

In ancient Greece, the look is the seat of Eros: the God of Love strikes a lover’s hearth by 

shooting his darts from the beloved’s eyes6. For this reason the bride’s glance received 

particular attention. The relevance of bride’s eyes shows us the erotic power and the capacity 

to seduce assigned to her.  
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The brightness of the nymphe is, on the one hand, characterised as bright white: in Theocritus 

she is “bright white” leuk|on as the spring and in Himerius she is  white as milk; on the other 

hand, the bride takes also a gold and red shade: Helen is golden and the eyes of Himerius’ 

maiden set fire while her cheeks are red as rosebuds.  

 

White colour is the symbol of beauty for excellence: Homeric epithet to indicate a beautiful 

woman was for example leuk|wlenoj “with white arms”7. Gold is the colour of seduction: it 

refers to the erotic power of the nymphe
8. This colour reminds the saffron colour which is the 

shade of sensuality: the veil which covers the nuptial bed where bride and groom are going to 

spend their first night is in fact krok|oeij, “saffron”9.  

 

Finally, red colour is, on the one hand, the colour of modesty and shame (Himerius’ bride’s 

cheeks are red because of modesty), on the other hand, it is also the colour of love’s fire and 

indeed, in nuptial context, it refers to torches present during wedding procession: they 

symbolise the eros’ power.   

 

As we have seen, another important feature that bride’s facial expression and appearance has 

is “desire”, in Greek himeros.  

 

In describing a girl’s expression, Sappho says ;im|ertw? “desirable”; in Theocritus, Helen’s eyes 

are the owners of all desire; in Himerius desire has become a divinity which has the power to 

change maiden’s eyes into invincible flames, ¢m»canoi.     
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In Greek language, since the age of Homer, himeros, “desire”, has a powerful meaning: it 

expresses an urgent desire inspired from a seductive face, a desire impossible to resist from; 

Plato defines it a rushing stream10. Since the age of Hesiod himeros is also a divine 

personification of desire, as we have seen with Himerius, a divinity associated with Eros and 

Aphrodite11. Together with Eros, Himeros is the god of love and passion, the divinity who 

triggers desire. 

 

 The face of a bride and her physical appearance are then characterised as two powerful 

instruments of seduction that are able to provoke a lover’s passion.  

 

3. Charis 

Together with the capacity to seduce and trigger desire, a bride has also the aptitude to grant 

favours and reciprocate: the nymphe indeed is not only beautiful but also car…essa 

“graceful”.  

 

One of the most important exclamation continuously addressed to the bride during the rite is: 

ð kal£, ð car…essa kÒra “fair, gracious maiden” that recurs in Sappho (fr. 108), in 

Theocritus (18,38) as well as in Himerius (IX 19,227). 

 

Charis , “grace”, is an important concept in Greece culture and it expresses the capacity to 

return and build human relations based upon the sentiment of reciprocity12. Charis “grace” is 

also a divinity of Aphrodite’s circle and she has an important role during marriage as a bride’s 

assistant13.  
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Why, in wedding compositions, bride is continuously said car…essa “full of grace”? And 

why charis is so important for her? Because, after having provoked love and passion in the 

groom, the bride has to be able to correspond and satisfy it. Had the bride been just beautiful, 

this would have been a danger rather than an advantage. The bride would have been a 

seductress just able to generate unfruitful passions. But we can also say that, had the bride 

been just pure and innocent, this would have been an obstacle to marriage too. The bride 

would have been yet too unripe and not ready to marry and to give birth.  

 

In others words, charis guarantees a bride’s capacity to satisfy marital life.        

 

4. Comparisons to the Vegetal World 

Going forward exploring images employed to describe the bride, we can see that an important 

role is played by comparisons to the vegetal world: usually fruits, flowers, trees, but also 

natural phenomena like stars and moon.  

 

A relevant part of these images symbolises her physical maturity and fertility: the bride has 

reached the right age and she is able to canalize erotic experiences towards reproduction – for 

the ancient Greeks the real goal of marriage. In fact, in wedding compositions, the bride is not 

a green or unripe plant or fruit, but a blossoming one and ready to be picked14. Since we don’t 

have enough space to analyse all the images, we are going to deal with the most significant 

one: the apple.   

 

Apple is connected to marriage by many ancient sources: it is for example the Mother Earth’s 

wedding gift to Zeus and Hera15; apple is the fruit which helps to win brides, like in the case 
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of Atalanta myth16; an apple has to been eaten, according to Solon, by a bride on the night of 

her wedding17, and, finally, apple is the bride’s favoured element of comparison18.   

 

The most beautiful simile comes from Sappho’s fragment 105:  

 

 

 o%ion t\o gluk|umalon  ;ere|uqetai #akrwi ;ep' #usdwi, 

#akron ;ep' ;akrot|atwi, lel|aqonto dè malodr|ophej< 

o;u màn ;eklel|aqont', ;all' o;uk ;ed|unant' ;ep|ikesqai 

 

«….as the sweet-apple reddens on the bough-top,  

on the top of the topmost bough; the apple-gatherers have forgotten it; 

no, they have not forgotten it entirely, but they could not reach it…»19 

 

 

Sappho compares a bride to a ripe, sweet apple not easy to reach. Himerius, after many 

centuries, explains the meaning of this analogy by quoting from the same fragment of Sappho 

(IX 16, 185-189): 

 

 

Sapfoàj Ãn ¥ra m»lJ men e„k£sai t¾n kÒrhn, tosoàton carisamšnhn to‹j  

prÕ éraj dršyasqai speÚdousin, Óson oÙd' ¥krJ toà  daktÚlou geÚsasqai, 

tù de kaq' éran trug©n tÕ mÁlon  mšllonti thrÁsai t¾n c£rin ¢km£zousan: 
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«Sappho compared the girl to an apple which has delighted those who were eager to 

pluck it so much that they could not taste it with the tip of a finger, but kept its youth 

blooming for him who in season intends to gather the apples»20  

 

 

The ripe apple therefore symbolizes a wise bride who has waited for the right time to marry 

and who has chosen a worthy groom able to wait for her ripeness. Indeed, a red apple, in 

nuptial context, represents a bride’s physical maturity: its shape reminds us of a woman’s 

breasts and of her sensual female roundness21. But apple is a favoured simile in wedding 

compositions also for others reasons. We must not forget that apple is also the Aphrodite’s 

fruit, the Goddess of love and bride’s assistant during the marriage22. Finally, some scholars 

affirm that apple was so popular in marriage affair because it was a symbol of fertility, in 

particularly because of the fructifying significance of the pips23.       

 

We can say that apple image represents then a girl ready to become a mother and to take part 

to the community: it is not the case of an untouched beauty, rather of a beauty ready to 

express its potential24.  

 

5. Ethos and Practical Abilities 

The bride does not have only to be attractive and charming, she must also provide morals of 

high quality and practical abilities. In Sappho’s fragment 56, the maiden is the wisest of her 

friends: 
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 oÙd' ‡an dok…mwmi pros…doisan f£oj ¢l…w 

 œssesqai sof…an p£rqenon e„j oÙdšna pw crÒnon   

teaÚtan   

 

«…I don’t believe that another girl who has seen the light of the sun 

could never be as wise as that maiden …». 

 

 

In Helen’s epithalamium we find a perfect bride’s complete catalogue: ability with work of 

hand loom and a musical education of high level (18, 32-36): 

 

 

oÙdš tij ™k tal£rw pan…sdetai œrga toiaàta,  

oÙd' ™nˆ daidalšJ pukinèteron ¥trion ƒstù  

kerk…di sumplšxasa makrîn œtam' ™k keleÒntwn.  

oÙ m¦n oÙd  lÚran tij ™p…statai ïde krotÁsai  

”Artemin ¢e…doisa kaˆ eÙrÚsternon 'Aq£nan  

 

« None from her basket winds off such yarn as she, 

nor at her patterned loom weaves with her shuttle  

and cuts from the tall loom-beams a closer weft. 

Nor yet is any so skilled as Helen to strike the lyre  

and hymn Artemis and broad-bosomed Athene…»25 
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Himerius as well fully describes her moral quality and practical skills. After having said that 

both, bride and groom, are  “sages” and “hard working”, he distinguishes between the bride’s 

and groom’s fields. He reserves wool spinning, spool and lyre for the maiden (IX 15,179-

182): 

 

 

¹ men g¦r talas…v t¾n 'Aqhn©j tšcnhn... kaˆ tÍ men kerk…j..., ¹ men œcei 

lÚran... 

 

«…she (is excellent) in spinning, Athena’s art, … it is for her the spool,… it is 

peculiar to her the lyre…» 

 

 

The bride has to be good in female jobs typical in ancient Greek society: spinning and 

weaving. She also has to be virtuous and cultivated. In that sense, she seems a model of 

perfection, the perfect and positive Pandore could say, since on the one hand she is extremely 

beautiful and full of grace, and on the other she has the most important moral qualities, 

together with a suitable disposition to work.    

 

6. Conclusive Observations 

As we have said at the beginning, since the poetic and rhetoric production that we have taken 

into account was explicitly tailored for one of the most important rites of passage in a Greek 

woman’s life, the principal aim of these compositions was to contribute to the 

accomplishment of the girl-bride. For that reason, they have a relevant function: they remind a 
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girl, as well as society, the main qualities a bride was expected to have and the main duties 

she had to assume in order to be the perfect mother and housewife.   

 

As we can observe from this brief survey, wedding compositions confirm our knowledge 

about married women’s roles and functions in Greek society. Furthermore, the continuity that 

we can see in images and metaphors employed to describe the bride, shows us that these roles 

and functions remained the same throughout the centuries. 

 

In particular, domestic roles assigned to women in family life are confirmed, as we have seen 

from the importance given to housework, work of hand loom and spindle. At the same time, 

there is also confirmation about the woman’s reproductive role, as it appears from vegetal 

comparisons, as we have seen with apple’s image. Finally, our knowledge about women’s role 

in society finds a confirmation in the importance given to charis and moral qualities such as 

wisdom, prudishness and the capacity to establish a relation based upon reciprocity and 

respect with her husband. 

In this panorama of correspondence between poetical symbols and social functions assigned 

to the bride, an interesting element I liked to highlight is represented from the relevance 

accorded to a nymphe’s beauty, charm and sensuality. Let us think, for example, to a bride’s 

and wife’s image presented in ancient treatises and in funeral inscriptions – two fields that are 

considered to be very important to reconstruct the image of the woman in Greek culture: we 

can see that ethic qualities were given the main attention, while beauty, charm etc. are not 

really mentioned26. On the contrary, in wedding compositions, great importance is given to 

bride’s good-looking and erotic power.  
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This is due to the fact that, in this particular moment of a maiden’s life, we witness a specific 

construction of the female image peculiar to that transitory condition. In Wedding 

compositions this “liminal” stage is clearly reflected by the features we have explored: the 

bride, in the middle between adolescence and maturity, appears able to possess, in this 

specific moment, on the one hand, the beauty and the attraction that are normally peculiar to a 

parthenos, and, on the other hand, ripeness, wisdom and industriousness which are peculiar to 

a gunè.  
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